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Despite the current worldwide lull in mergers and acquisitions, there’s 
not much argument that emerging markets will remain a hotbed of 

M&A activity for some time to come. In the forefront of emerging-market 
M&A are the BRICs—Brazil, Russia, India, and China—which collectively 
account for 60 percent of total deal value in emerging-market M&A activity. 

Within the BRICs, markets are growing, consumers are gaining purchasing 
power, and formerly protectionist economies are opening up to foreign in-
vestment. At the same time, newly confident and ambitious BRIC-based 
companies are racing to acquire assets in developed economies to achieve 
growth and advance their global aspirations. The sheer scale of economic 
activity ensures that the BRICs will continue to be a nexus for M&A.

This year’s M&A report—the ninth from BCG highlighting surprising aspects 
of global M&A activity—turns the spotlight on the factors that make the dif-
ference between success and failure in deal making in emerging markets. 

The global M&A market remains in a deep freeze, and emerging 
markets are feeling the chill.

Following a weak 2011, global m&a activity declined by 13 percent  •
in value and by 5 percent in the number of deals in 2012, dragged 
down by the aftermath of the euro crisis and ongoing financial-
market volatility. 

the first half of 2013 showed little improvement, with deal  •
quantity almost as low as it was after the bursting of the dot-com 
bubble in 2000–2001. at the same time, 2013 transaction values to 
date are high relative to those of 2012. 

the emerging markets, especially the bric countries, stand out as  •
a relative bright spot. Although emerging-market M&A values and 
volumes declined in 2012, deals involving emerging-market 
countries now account for an increasing share of m&a activity. 

exeCutIVe suMMaRy
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today, one in every four M&A transactions involves an emerging- •
market company as buyer or seller. in 2004, emerging economies’ 
share of the worldwide deal market was less than 10 percent.  

Deal making is gravitating to those countries where personal and 
national wealth is increasing, the ranks of the middle class are 
swelling, and business is investing, expanding, and venturing into 
new markets. 

emerging-market M&A tracks three broad investment themes: the  •
search for the energy and natural resources that fuel today’s 
economies, the opportunity to meet the surge of middle-class 
demand for consumer goods, and the need for technology and 
management know-how in order to catch up to developed econo-
mies. 

m&a activity in emerging markets yields strong results. From 1990  •
through 2012, deals involving at least one emerging-market company 
outperformed deals limited to developed economies, generating an 
average cumulative abnormal return (car) of 1.6 percent, compared 
with 0.9 percent for developed-country deals, in the seven-day 
window around the date of the deal announcement.

In emerging-market deal making, the keys to superior returns are 
learning from experience and managing complexity. 

capital markets tend to react somewhat skeptically when acquir- •
ers from developed economies undertake deals involving emerg-
ing markets. but acquirers from developed economies that have 
done at least six emerging-market deals generate high returns.

Successful acquirers in emerging markets, especially those from  •
developed economies, reap superior returns by making transac-
tions as simple and clear as possible. acquirers from developed 
economies earn greater returns, at lower risk, on deals involving 
public companies than on deals involving privately held targets, 
which are less transparent. 

BcG’s research shows that for developed-economy acquirers, the  •
average cAr is 2.1 percent on public-to-public deals in emerging 
markets, compared with only –1.1 percent in all their other 
public-to-public deals. these findings run counter to much previ-
ous research on emerging markets. 

Brazil remains an inbound acquirer’s market.

inbound deals make up the majority of Brazilian cross-border  •
transactions. yet m&a in brazil is far from easy for foreign inves-
tors, which since 1990 have generated average cars that are less 
than half those earned by local dealmakers, on average. 

nonetheless, inbound acquirers created more value than outbound  •
acquirers from brazil, which have posted an average car of –1.2 
percent since 1990.
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The Russian market rewards investors that take calculated risks, 
whether the deal is inbound, outbound, or local. In 2012, Russia 
joined the World Trade Organization, suggesting that the country 
will lower barriers to M&A in the years ahead.

the focus of russia’s inbound M&A has shifted away from natural  •
resources as consumer companies from developed economies 
claim an increasing share of inbound m&a activity.

Although domestic deal-making in russia dwarfed outbound M&A  •
in 2012, many russian companies pursued deals in developed 
economies, with a marked preference for north america over 
Europe.

India is active in cross-border M&A, with inbound and outbound 
transactions accounting for three-quarters of all Indian deal-
making.

the favorite targets of india’s outbound investment are the u.S.,  •
with $13 billion in indian capital since 1990, nigeria with  
$11 billion, and the u.k. with $6 billion.

although indian m&a of all sorts generates an average car that is  •
about one-third lower than the average cAr for all deals excluding 
indian transactions, outbound indian M&A generates a significant-
ly higher car than inbound m&a.

China’s pivot from a low-cost, high-growth manufacturing center 
to the world’s largest consumer economy has major implications 
for both inbound and outbound M&A. 

china’s outbound investment is spurred by the need to secure the  •
natural resources required for sustained economic development 
and by the desire to acquire technology and management know-
how. the search for management know-how is emerging as a 
major motivation of outbound chinese acquirers, possibly surpass-
ing technology transfer.

there are still abundant opportunities for acquirers from devel- •
oped economies seeking to gain a foothold in the high-growth 
chinese market. however, deal premiums are increasing as 
attractive targets grow scarcer, and observers say it is not unusual 
for acquirers to screen 100 or more potential candidates before 
they find a viable target. 

Apart from the BRICs, seven countries—Egypt, Mexico, Nigeria, 
the Philippines, South Korea, Turkey, and Vietnam—appear 
poised to lead the next wave of emerging-market M&A.

these “magnificent seven” countries have the potential to join the  •
ranks of the world’s largest economies. From 2009 through 2012, 
they recorded cumulative deal volumes ranging from $6.7 billion 
in vietnam to $168.7 billion in the philippines. and transaction 
volumes have been growing at high-double-digit rates.
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m&a deals involving the magnificent seven have consistently  •
delivered above-average returns and are currently outperforming 
the developed-market benchmark by 0.6 percent. there is plenty 
of room for those returns to increase as these countries become a 
familiar presence in the global m&a market and as both inbound 
and outbound dealmakers gain experience from multiple trans-
actions. 

the heavyweights among the seven countries are mexico, South  •
korea, and turkey. in the past four years alone, they have recorded 
a cumulative transaction volume of $300 billion, and those 
volumes are poised for continued explosive growth. 

To create value from such a lively environment for cross-border 
M&A activity, today’s corporate leaders must stick to a number of 
pivotal precepts. 

Be prepared. •  begin due diligence early because limited transpar-
ency and often complex bureaucracies will make the process more 
time-consuming than in developed economies. 

Be local. •  the right advisors can make all the difference in emerg-
ing-market transactions. consider venturing outside your usual 
circle of deal advisors and engaging a local team. 

Think globally. •  an advisor that combines a worldwide footprint 
with deep local expertise can help dealmakers overcome lan-
guage barriers, make important contacts, and navigate bureau-
cratic and regulatory mazes while leveraging global networks 
and capabilities. 

Cultivate key relationships.  • the success of an emerging-market 
acquisition often depends on relationships with a handful of key 
executives at the target company. it’s crucial to win their support 
and offer them compelling incentives to ensure their retention 
after the transaction’s close. 

Establish internal change-management teams.  • Most emerging-market 
buyers are eager to acquire advanced management skills. local 
managers of the target should support the new owners in this 
quest. this will help win the new owner’s cooperation and 
facilitate the efficient transfer of knowledge and best practices.

Give emerging-market buyers plenty of lead-time.  • if the ideal buyer of 
an asset is based in an emerging country, engage the potential 
buyer early in the sales process. emerging-market dealmakers may 
not be familiar with european- and U.S.-style auctions and may 
struggle to adhere to tight timelines. 

Consider joint ventures and alliances as alternative deal structures.  •
these give acquirers a chance to test the waters and gain a deeper 
understanding of the market. as their local expertise grows, 
acquirers can use these other deal structures as the launching pad 
for follow-up acquisitions. 
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Manage cultural differences proactively.  • in some emerging markets, 
dealmakers tend to avoid negotiating deal terms and prefer to 
facilitate transactions through trust and personal relationships 
rather than complex legal documentation. local advisors can help 
bridge cultural differences and facilitate the production of deal 
documentation.

Keep it simple.  • Go for public companies rather than mom-and-pop 
shops. Financial markets reward acquirers in emerging markets 
that keep things simple.
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the GloBal M&a  
MaRket ReMaIns In  
a Deep FReeze

Following an already weak year for 
mergers and acquisitions in 2011, deal-

making activity in 2012 declined even 
further. Dragged down by the aftermath of 
the euro crisis, widespread erosion of 
consumer confidence, and ongoing financial-
market volatility, worldwide m&a activity 
declined in 2012, with total deal value 
slipping 13 percent and the number of  deals 
falling 5 percent. (See Exhibit 1.)

analysis of more than 30,000 global transac-
tions—bcG’s ninth annual assessment of cru-
cial m&a trends—reveals an m&a market 
that began 2012 on a low note. deal-making 
activity in the first quarter of the year fell  
26 percent, as measured by value, from the 
fourth quarter of 2011. the following quar-
ters were somewhat stronger, but overall, 
2012 can only be characterized as subdued, 
and the first half of 2013 showed little im-

Number and value of deals, 1990–Q2 2013
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Exhibit 1 | The Global M&A Market Remains in a Deep Freeze 
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provement. in terms of deal quantity, m&a 
activity in 2013 has been almost as low as the 
trough reached after the bursting of the dot-
com bubble in 2000–2001. Still, 2013 transac-
tion values are high relative to those of 2012, 
so it’s too early to call the current year a bust.

the companies that did invest heavily in 
m&a in 2012 have little to celebrate. bcG’s 
successive analyses of value creation through 
m&a show that when publicly listed compa-
nies acquire other publicly listed companies, 
the deal typically destroys value for the ac-
quirer in both the short and the long run. it is 
not impossible to create value in public-to-
public deals, but it is harder compared with 
other types of deals.1

Disappointing Results for public-
to-public Deals
reflecting the difficult economic environment 
and increased competition among international 
bidders, M&A returns for public-to-public acqui-
sitions in 2012, as measured by average cumu-
lative abnormal return (car), sank to –1.8 per-
cent. (See Exhibit 2.) this return is slightly 
below the 2011 average of –1.6 percent and 
twice as low as the average since 1990 of  
–0.9 percent. in contrast to the poor showing  

of acquirers, the car of public targets reached 
a record high of 22.1 percent, well above the 
two-decade average of 15.2 percent. 

the picture is different for deals in which 
public companies acquired private companies 
or subsidiaries of private companies. in 2012, 
the former subcategory created positive 
short-term shareholder returns, earning an 
average 1.3 percent car. that matches the 
long-term average of 1.3 percent since 1990. 
(See Exhibit 3.) public companies buying sub-
sidiaries of private companies showed rough-
ly the same performance, posting an average 
car of 1.3 percent in 2012. that’s a strong 
improvement over 2011 but still below the 
two-decade average of 1.8 percent.

emerging Markets Claim a 
Growing share of Deal Flow
amid the general gloom of the global m&a 
market, the emerging markets, especially the 
so-called Bric countries of Brazil, russia, in-
dia, and china, stand out as a bright spot. al-
though deal flow fell off even more sharply in 
emerging markets than worldwide, deals in-
volving emerging-market countries continue 
to account for an increasing share of m&a ac-
tivity. (See Exhibit 4.) today, in fact, one in 
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Exhibit 2 | Public-to-Public Deals Posted Disappointing Returns in 2012
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Exhibit 3 | Deals Involving Nonpublic Companies Earn Positive Returns for the Acquirer
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every four m&a transactions involves an 
emerging-market company as buyer or seller.

We believe that the falloff in emerging-mar-
ket m&a is a temporary deviation from the 
long-term trend, brought on by the continued 
economic weakness of the developed econo-
mies, slowing growth rates in the brics and 
other emerging markets, and continuing un-
certainty about the direction of the global 
economy. as developed markets regain mo-
mentum and the brics adjust to the new 
normal of slower growth, emerging-market 
m&a will resume its upward trajectory. in-
deed, the chinese government’s stated for-
eign-investment goals suggest strongly that 
the current lull is only temporary and that a 
surge in emerging-market M&A is not far off.

key Investing themes
Several forces have converged to bring emerg-
ing-market M&A to greater prominence. one 
is the above-normal performance of transac-
tions in these markets. overall, deals involv-

ing at least one emerging-market company 
outperform deals limited to developed econo-
mies, generating an average car of 1.6 per-
cent, compared with 0.9 percent for devel-
oped-country deals, in the seven-day window 
centered around the date of the deal an-
nouncement. (See Exhibit 5.)

a second force is the relatively robust eco-
nomic performance of emerging markets, 
where personal and national wealth is in-
creasing, the ranks of the middle class are 
swelling, and businesses are investing, ex-
panding, and venturing into new markets. in 
particular, the rapid pace of economic devel-
opment has spurred m&a that follows three 
broad investment themes. 

Energy and Natural Resources. •  the search 
for the industrial inputs that fuel today’s 
economies, such as industrial metals and 
agricultural commodities, has motivated a 
large share of outbound m&a from the 
brics and other emerging markets, which 
are competing with one another to secure 
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Exhibit 5 | Emerging-Market Transactions Perform Above Normal
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the resources essential to sustained 
economic advancement. as zhou zhong-
shu, chairman of china minmetals, said in 
2011, “For all kinds of metals, as long as it 
is rare in china, we aim to obtain it 
through outbound M&A.” 
 
Many emerging-market acquirers, such as 
india’s Gvk power & infrastructure, are 
state owned or state affiliated. Gvk has 
invested heavily in coal and related assets 
in australia as part of its drive to meet 
india’s burgeoning demand for electricity. 
the cornerstone of Gvk’s energy deals 
was its $1.3 billion acquisition of a 
controlling stake in australia’s hancock 
coal in 2011. Gvk supplemented that deal 
with the acquisition of railroad infrastruc-
ture to ship coal from australia’s Galilee 
basin to the major australian port of 
newcastle. 
 
meanwhile, power generation and 
distribution companies in developed 
economies are doing inbound m&a in the 
brics and other emerging markets, 
acquiring generation and transmission 
assets in order to participate in those 
markets’ fast-rising demand for electricity. 

Consumer Goods. •  consumer goods compa-
nies from both developed economies and 
emerging markets are acquiring compa-
nies in the brics and other emerging 
markets to capture a share of burgeoning 
middle-class incomes. the rapid economic 
development of the emerging markets has 
accelerated the expansion of the middle 
class—the percentage of china’s house-
holds classified as middle class, for 
example, has doubled since 2007—and 
the adoption of middle-class consumption 
habits. turkish beverage company 
anadolu Efes sought to capitalize on this 
demographic trend in 2012 when it 
acquired Sabmiller’s russian and ukrai-
nian beer businesses for $1.9 billion. the 
deal enlarged the turkish brewer’s share 

of the world’s third-largest beer market to 
18 percent, making it russia’s second-
largest brewer. the deal also gave anado-
lu Efes entrée into the russian market’s 
premium and superpremium sectors, 
which are expected to grow rapidly as the 
country’s middle class grows and its tastes 
become more sophisticated. “With an 
even more attractive product portfolio, we 
are better positioned to satisfy consumer 
expectations in the russian beer market,” 
ceo Alejandro Jimenez said after the 
acquisition.2

Technology and Management Know-how. •  
increasingly confident and ambitious, the 
brics are racing to catch up with the 
developed economies in technology and 
global corporate best practices. china, 
especially, has made it a priority to 
quickly acquire the technological and 
management know-how necessary to 
compete on the global stage. many 
chinese outbound deals today are moti-
vated by the desire to acquire a platform 
from which to launch global businesses, as 
well as the management skills to run them 
successfully.

notes
1. to arrive at this conclusion, bcG performed standard 
event-study analysis on each deal in our database to 
calculate cumulative abnormal returns (cars) over the 
seven-day window centered around the date the deal 
was announced. Short-term returns are not distorted by 
other events—a material advantage over other m&a 
metrics—and there is evidence that car is, on average, 
a reliable predictor of long-term success.
2. anadolu Efes, annual report, 2011.
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leaRnInG FRoM 
expeRIenCe anD 

ManaGInG CoMplexIty
thE kEys to supErior rEturns

The Brics and other emerging markets 
are likely to attract increasing attention 

from dealmakers in developed economies 
seeking opportunities for growth. but these 
would-be acquirers should be aware that the 
capital markets tend to react somewhat 
skeptically when acquirers from developed 
economies undertake deals involving emerg-
ing markets. analysis of bcG’s comprehen-

sive database reveals that acquirers from 
developed economies generate an average 
cAr of 1.0 percent on emerging-market 
deals. emerging-market acquirers generate an 
average return that is more than twice as 
high. (See Exhibit 6.)

the pronounced complexity of emerging-
market deals appears to put developed- 
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Exhibit 6 | Typically, Only Local Players or Serial Acquirers Succeed in Emerging-Market M&A
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country companies at a marked disadvantage 
to their local rivals, at least in the eyes of the 
markets. the greater familiarity of emerging-
market-based acquirers with the cultures, lan-
guages, and markets of their targets trans-
lates into more successful deals.

serial acquirers Reap the 
Rewards of experience
Experience is the key to overcoming the dis-
advantage faced by acquirers from developed 
economies. in fact, when such acquirers have 
done at least six emerging-market deals, they 
have performed almost as well as emerging-
market acquirers, generating an average car 
of 2.0 percent, compared with 2.1 percent for 
their local rivals. multiple acquirers with 
more than two but fewer than six acquisitions 
have generated lower or even negative aver-
age cars. 

Capital markets reward ex-
perience and favor simplicity 
and transparency.

there is no reason to think that doing six 
deals automatically endows an acquirer with 
the needed expertise. but the larger point is 
clear: the more deals a developed-economy 
acquirer does in emerging markets, the more 
it learns, and the more it learns, the better its 
chances of achieving recurring success.

in a previous report highlighting the benefits 
of experience, we noted that serial acquirers 
have the advantage over less experienced 
dealmakers when the deal in question is ex-
ceptionally complex (How the Top Serial Ac-
quirers Create Value: Does Practice Make Per-
fect?, bcG Focus, april 2011). Serial acquirers 
in such situations learn valuable—and often 
painful—lessons from each successive trans-
action, which they can apply to subsequent 
deals. 

the acquisition history of AeS, a U.S.-based 
global, diversified power-generation and util-
ity company, illustrates how experience in 
emerging markets pays off for acquirers from 

developed economies. Founded as an inde-
pendent power company in 1981, when util-
ity deregulation in the u.S. was just getting 
under way, aES has been an active acquirer 
in latin america since 1997. the company 
has done seven deals in the region, accumu-
lating generation plants and transmission sys-
tems in argentina, brazil, chile, colombia, 
mexico, and venezuela. aES has earned an 
average car of 3.0 percent on these transac-
tions—three times the average car posted 
by developed-economy acquirers in emerging 
markets and nearly 1 percentage point higher 
than the average cAr of emerging-market 
acquirers.

the Virtue of simplicity
capital markets not only reward experience, 
they also favor simplicity and transparency, 
especially when evaluating emerging-market 
deals. by its very nature, m&a in emerging 
markets bristles with complexity. in many of 
those markets, the rule of law is not firmly 
established, regulatory barriers to foreign 
capital are high and sometimes ambiguous 
and arbitrarily enforced, and sellers tend to 
enjoy a distinct information advantage over 
acquirers.

cultural differences add another layer of 
complexity. as Jens uhlendorf, a transaction 
lawyer at hogan lovells with extensive 
experience in emerging-market transactions, 
said of china and india in particular, 
“business relationships have historically been 
built on trust rather than on an elaborate 
contractual framework. in such countries, 
domestic sellers tend to avoid negotiating 
deal points that are likely to lead to 
controversy between the parties.” (See the 
sidebar “the lawyer’s perspective: a 
conversation with Jens Uhlendorf.”) Such 
cultural differences present a significant 
challenge to acquirers accustomed to using 
contracts to cover every possible contingency. 

the capital markets recognize the challenges 
that developed-economy acquirers face and 
reward those that keep deals as simple as 
possible. new research from bcG focusing on 
acquirers from developed economies 
confirms that in emerging economies these 
acquirers earn higher returns, at lower risk, 
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The LAwyeR’s PeRsPeCTIVe: 
A ConVeRsATIon wITh Jens UhLendoRf

Seeking insight into the legal challenges of inbound and outbound M&A in 
the BRICs and other emerging markets, BCG spoke with Jens Uhlendorf, a 
partner in the Düsseldorf office of Hogan Lovells. Mr. Uhlendorf is an expert 
on international M&A and corporate reorganizations and has advised on 
numerous cross-border transactions. What follows is an edited transcript of our 
conversation.

What has been your experience with German and other european 
companies acquiring BriC assets?

The economic success of BRIC and emerging-market countries has led to a significant increase 
in M&a activity in those regions, both in terms of numbers and value. as with the current M&a 
market in general, however, german and European M&a activity in emerging markets and the 
BRICs has been reduced as a consequence of the European financial crisis.

What are the key differences between m&A in developed economies and in the BriCs and 
other emerging markets? 

regulatory and legal obstacles in the BriCs and other emerging markets can lead to longer 
transaction processes. in addition, in some countries such as india, regulations are at times 
unclear, ambiguous, or inconsistent, and it is sometimes difficult to obtain clarification from the 
regulators.

Cultural differences can also have a considerable effect on M&A transactions. In China and 
india, for instance, business relationships have historically been built on trust rather than on an 
elaborate contractual framework. in such countries, domestic sellers tend to avoid negotiating 
deal points and drawing up detailed transaction documents that are likely to lead to controversy 
between the parties. 

Are there significant differences among the legal environments in the BriCs and other emerg-
ing markets that are likely to affect m&A for acquirers?

Due diligence on corporate governance is a key challenge for European investors in Brazil. A significant 
number of Brazilian companies, including large ones, are owned by industrialist families, and the quality 
of their corporate governance is high in some cases and less so in others. as a result, foreign investors 
must pay close attention to the adequacy of  the target company’s reporting and the strength of its 
internal controls. On the other hand, russia is closer to Europe, and its traditions and its legal system are 
structurally similar to the systems in germany and France.

What are the legal success factors and pitfalls for joint ventures and acquisitions in emerging 
markets?

above all, European investors need to understand the complex regulatory framework in each 
emerging-market country. Moreover, European investors should spend as much time as they need 
to convince their counterparts to discuss and resolve difficult and complex issues prior to signing 
the deal. Finally, foreign investors would be wise to engage advisors with a network of experienced 
colleagues in the emerging-market country in question. these networks can be of immense help 
in bridging any cultural and legal gaps.
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on public-to-public deals than on deals 
involving a privately held target. moreover, 
for developed-economy acquirers, the 
average cAr on public-to-public, emerging-
market deals is 2.1 percent, compared with 

–1.1 percent in all other public-to-public 
deals involving such acquirers. (See Exhibit 
7.) this stands in sharp contrast to the capital 
markets’ reaction to public-to-public deals in 
developed economies.

Developed-economy companies acquiring
targets in emerging markets

All other deals involving developed-market
acquirers

1.1

0.6

2.1

2.01.00.0–1.0–2.0

Average CAR, 1990–2012 (%)

Public-to-
private deals

Public-to-
public deals

1.4

1.8

2.01.00.0–1.0–2.0

Average CAR, 1990–2012 (%)

Public-to-
private deals

Private-to-
subsidiary deals

Public-to-
public deals –1.1

Private-to-
subsidiary deals

Sources: Thomson One Banker; BCG analysis.
Note: CAr = cumulative abnormal return calculated over a seven-day window centered around the transaction announcement date (+3/−3).

Exhibit 7 | Acquirers from Developed Economies Earn Higher Returns on Public-to-Public Deals
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The emerging markets are, of course, a 
highly heterogeneous group, and analysis 

of each one is beyond the scope of this 
report. instead we will focus on the bric 
countries, which drive 60 percent of all 
emerging-market M&A activity, as measured 
by deal value. (See Exhibit 8.) 

the brics are an increasingly important 
arena for m&a, for the simple reason that 

they are increasingly important to the global 
economy. these countries are home to  
40 percent of the world’s population, and 
over the past decade they have become a 
major driver of economic growth, with their 
share of global GDp climbing from 8 percent 
in 2000 to 25 percent in 2010. the sheer scale 
of economic activity ensures that the bric 
countries will remain a nexus for m&a for 
some time to come.
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Brazil 26 9

Russia 17 46

India 11 13

China 47 32
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Sources: BCG m&A research Center; Thomson One Banker.
Note: Analysis based on 16,623 completed m&A transactions, including minority-share acquisitions or sales, with no 
transaction-size threshold; excludes repurchases, exchange offers, recapitalizations, and spinoffs.

Exhibit 8 | Deals in Emerging Markets Are Mainly Driven by the BRIC Countries
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maps of the inbound and outbound invest-
ments of the bric countries since 1990 offer 
a glimpse of their investment strategies and 
priorities, as well as the strategies and priori-
ties of the developed-economy acquirers 
flocking to their shores. (See Exhibits 9 and 
10.) clearly, inbound m&a is no longer moti-
vated solely by dealmakers seeking cheap re-
sources and labor. an increasing amount of 
inbound activity is aimed at establishing a 
foothold in the fast-growing consumer mar-
kets and financial systems of the brics.

it has not escaped the notice of acquirers 
from developed economies that per capita 
incomes have risen rapidly, with some year-
to-year fluctuations, in each Bric country. 
according to the latest data from the World 
bank, per capita income in brazil was $11,340 
in 2012, up from $8,623 in 2008. russia’s 
climbed to $14,037 from $11,700, while 
india’s improved to $1,489 from $1,042. 
china showed the most dramatic increase, 
with its income per capita rocketing to $6,091 
in 2012 from $3,414 in 2008. the resulting 
increased purchasing power has, not 
surprisingly, caught the attention of 
consumer-facing companies in developed 
economies.

below we examine each of the brics and the 
inbound and outbound m&a activity that 
typifies their investment environments.

Brazil looks to the north
before 2001, brazil was not widely 
recognized as a rising force in global 
business. memories of the economic 
upheaval of the 1980s and ‘90s were still 
fresh, and there was little sign that brazil 
was about to experience an epic growth 
spurt. but brazil’s economic strength 
became evident to everyone when Goldman 
Sachs economist Jim o’neill coined the term 
“Bric” a dozen years ago. A nation that not 
long before had been dogged by hyper-
inflation was now headed for a time when 
annual GDp growth would top 7.5 percent. 

Since then, brazil has burst onto the global 
business scene with energy and exuberance. 
none of this happened overnight, of course. 
certainly, as a resource-rich nation, Brazil is 
well situated to capitalize on the global boom 
in commodities. but most observers credit 
the plano real, a far-reaching government 
program, with stabilizing the currency, 
enabling the redistribution of wealth, and 

Brazil
Total deal value: $67,344 billion
• Canada: $27 billion (41%)
• U.S.: $10 billion (15%)
• Argentina: $8 billion (12%)

Russia
Total deal value: $91,153 billion
• Canada: $14 billion (16%)
• Ukraine: $10 billion (11%)
• U.S.: $9 billion (9%)

China 
Total deal value: $261,515 billion
• Australia: $38 billion (14%)
• U.K.: $35 billion (13%)
• U.S.: $32 billion  (12%)

India
Total deal value: $67,598 billion
• U.S.: $13 billion (19%)
• Nigeria: $11 billion (16%)
• U.K.: $6 billion (10%)

Cumulative deal value, 1990–2012

Sources: BCG m&A research Center; Thomson One Banker.
Note: China includes Hong Kong.

Exhibit 9 | Top Three Target Countries for BRIC Outbound Deals
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loosening credit. a stabilizing economy and 
the commodities boom encouraged some of 
brazil’s largest companies to seek overseas 
growth and at the same time opened the 
country to foreign investment.

nonetheless, brazil remains risky territory 
for acquirers. in 2012, GDp grew at less than 
1 percent. brazil’s exporters have been hard 
hit by an overvalued currency, and high in-
terest rates are dampening the plans of local 
companies. While the country boasts a 
strong financial system and encourages for-
eign investment, it is also burdened with a 
complex tax system, high tax rates, inade-
quate infrastructure, and an erratic public-
service sector. Moreover, family-owned or 
controlled companies are the leading form 
of business organization in brazil, even 
among large listed companies. one recent 
oEcD study revealed that 51.5 percent of 
the 200 largest listed companies are family 
controlled. “the quality of their corporate 
governance is high in some cases and less so 
in others,” M&A lawyer Jens Uhlendorf told 
us. “as a result, foreign investors must pay 
close attention to the adequacy of the target 
company’s reporting and the strength of its 
internal controls.” 

Despite the risks, brazil has the largest vol-
ume of inbound transactions of all the brics. 
(See Exhibit 11.) yet m&a in brazil is far from 
easy for foreign investors, as the deal perfor-
mance numbers indicate. Since 1990, foreign 
inbound acquirers have generated an average 
car that is less than half that earned by lo-
cal dealmakers. (See Exhibit 12.) nonetheless, 
since 1990, inbound acquirers have created 
more value than outbound acquirers from 
brazil, which have posted an average car of 
–1.2 percent. those results strongly suggest 
that brazil remains an inbound acquirer’s 
market.

Russia seeks technology, 
Resources—and stability
For foreign dealmakers, russia remains, in 
Winston churchill’s formulation, “a riddle 
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma.” the 
world’s largest country in terms of land mass, 
russia is rich in natural resources, yet its 
economic development remains fitful, with a 
middle class demanding more rapid 
improvement in living standards. russia’s 
government encourages foreign investment, 
yet seemingly does little to stem the 
widespread official corruption that frustrates 

Brazil
Total deal value: $231,479 billion
• Spain: $42 billion (18%)
• U.S. $39 billion (17%)
• China: $17 billion (8%)

Russia
Total deal value: $116,065 billion
• Cyprus: $17 billion (15%)
• Germany: $16 billion (14%)
• France: $11 billion (10%)

China 
Total deal value: $203,338 billion
• U.S.: $61 billion (30%)
• Singapore: $37 billion (18%)
• U.K.: $19 billion (9%)

India
Total deal value: $115,002 billion
• U.K.: $39 billion (34%)
• U.S.: $26 billion (22%)
• Japan: $13 billion (11%)

Cumulative deal value, 1990–2012

Sources: BCG m&A research Center; Thomson One Banker.
Note: China includes Hong Kong.

Exhibit 10 | Top Three Acquirer Countries for BRIC Inbound Deals
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dealmakers. it seeks foreign investment and 
expertise to develop the country’s energy 
sector, yet it stood by while a consortium of 
russian billionaires blocked bp’s investment 
in rosneft, a state-owned oil and gas 
producer, for several years.

Despite such setbacks and obstacles, russia 
remains a favorite destination of foreign deal-
makers. it’s not hard to see why. its per capita 
Gdp and private-consumption figures have 
risen steadily in recent years, to $14,211 and 

$6,994, respectively, while unemployment has 
fallen below 6 percent. and in 2012, russia 
joined the World trade organization, sug-
gesting to many investors that the country 
will lower barriers to m&a in the years 
ahead. nonetheless, deal-making activity 
slowed in 2012, to a total of $36.5 billion, 
down from $84.3 billion the previous year. 
(See Exhibit 13.) inbound investment fell by 
approximately two-thirds, to $8.7 billion, 
while outbound deal-making fell roughly  
9 percent, to $8.5 billion. 
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Ø CAR, all other
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Sources: Thomson One Banker; BCG analysis.
Note: CAr = cumulative abnormal return calculated over a seven-day window centered around the transaction 
announcement date (+3/−3).

Exhibit 12 | Brazilian Inbound and Local Deals Create Value, While Outbound 
Deals Are Unprofitable
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Exhibit 11 | Inbound Deals Drive Brazilian Cross-Border M&A
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Although domestic deal-making in russia 
dwarfed outbound m&a in 2012, many rus-
sian companies pursued deals in developed 
economies, with a marked preference for 
north america over Europe. “in the past, we 
have seen a couple of attempts where rus-
sian enterprises tried to merge their assets 
with those of european companies,” said 
Dirk albersmeier, head of the German, aus-
trian, and Swiss m&a practice of J.p. morgan, 
the investment-banking arm of JpMorgan 
chase. “but because they had very high ex-
pectations regarding the valuation of their as-
sets, only a few deals were executed. today, 
we observe very little russian interest in Eu-
ropean assets.” (See the sidebar “the invest-
ment banker’s perspective: a conversation 
with dirk Albersmeier.”) the bulk of russia’s 
outbound investment has historically target-
ed the u.S. and canada, as well as ukraine. 

many outbound russian deals are motivated 
by energy considerations and the desire to ac-
quire valuable advanced technology. a consor-
tium of russian investors, for example, in-
fused $20 million into canada’s nesscap 
Energy in exchange for the right to manufac-
ture the company’s ultracapacitors, which 
have a variety of applications in the automo-
tive and renewable-energy markets. Some of 

the funds also go toward establishing r&D 
centers in russia and South korea, signaling 
russia’s ambitions in the technology sector. in 
all, russian enterprises have committed  
$14 billion to canadian companies since 1990, 
accounting for 16 percent of total russian out-
bound activity.

russia’s investments in the u.S. likewise show 
a strong technological bent. rusnano, a gov-
ernment investment fund focused on technol-
ogy and nanotechnology, has invested a total 
of $50 million in Selecta biosciences and 
binD therapeutics (formerly binD bioscienc-
es), two early-stage biomedical companies. Se-
lecta is an immunology specialist with a 
promising nicotine vaccine intended to pro-
mote smoking cessation and relapse preven-
tion, while binD is testing a number of target-
ed cancer treatments. as with the nesscap 
deal, part of rusnano’s investment will fund 
the establishment of r&D and manufacturing 
centers in russia.

the focus of russia’s inbound m&a—aside 
from investment originating from cyprus, 
which is a special case (discussed in the side-
bar “russia’s cyprus connection,” below)—
has shifted away from natural resources in re-
cent years, as consumer goods companies 
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Exhibit 13 | Activity Slowed in 2012, but Cross-Border M&A Increasingly Drives Russian  
Deal-Making
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from developed economies have claimed an 
increasing share of inbound m&a activity. 
tpG capital, a U.S. private-equity firm, for ex-
ample, boosted its holdings in ooo lenta, a 
hypermarket chain, to 43 percent in 2011, 
and brought in the European bank for recon-
struction and Development as a coinvestor. 
U.K.-based Unilever recently acquired cos-
metics maker concern kalina for $694 mil-
lion, while the Walt Disney company ac-
quired Seven tv from its russian owner, 

united television holding russia, for  
$300 million. Disney intends to use the free 
broadcast channel to promote its other enter-
tainment brands, including theme parks and 
movies.

Since 1990, the capital markets have treated 
inbound acquisitions in russia far more 
favorably than they have outbound activity, 
awarding inbound deals an average car of 
0.7 percent, compared with an average car 

The InVesTMenT BAnkeR’s PeRsPeCTIVe: 
A ConVeRsATIon wITh dIRk ALBeRsMeIeR

Seeking an experienced investment banker’s views on M&A involving the BRIC 
countries, BCG spoke with Dirk Albersmeier, a managing director at J.P. Morgan, 
the investment-banking arm of JPMorgan Chase, and head of the company’s 
German, Austrian, and Swiss M&A advisory business. What follows is an edited 
transcript of our conversation.

What is your experience with BriC countries acquiring assets in Ger-
many and elsewhere in europe?

i have seen very limited activity by Brazil in Europe. there are enough domestic M&a 
opportunities in Brazil. the same applies to russia. in the past, we have seen a couple of 
attempts where russian enterprises tried to merge their assets with those of European 
companies, but because they had very high expectations regarding the valuation of their assets, 
only a few deals were executed. today, we observe very little russian interest in European assets. 
indian outbound M&a activity can be summed up in one word: opportunistic. Cross-border M&a 
activities are limited to a small group of companies that are typically looking for low valuations. 
So there is very little deal flow. China is the most dynamic BRIC country when it comes to 
international M&a. 

What do you see as the deal rationale for Chinese companies seeking stakes in european 
companies? 

in germany, we’re seeing a new trend: the acquisition of a vehicle to establish a more 
international business. the Chinese are eager to grow their companies internationally, and 
german companies have proved to be the best practitioners in managing global businesses. 
acquiring these skills is one of the main objectives of Chinese M&a in germany and the rest of 
Europe. In fact, it’s fair to say that the Chinese interest has shifted massively from technology to 
best-practice transfer.

How does the deal process change when Chinese acquirers are engaged? 

One major difference is the auction process. Chinese companies have lengthy decision and 
approval processes, and as a result they have trouble succeeding within the European auction 
format. You have two choices if you would like to include a Chinese bidder in your sell-side 
process: make the process slow enough for them to cope with the pace, or preempt them up front 
with a premium price.
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of –2.5 percent for outbound deals. (See 
Exhibit 14.) both deal categories, however, 
create less value than m&a between two 
local players. local deals generate an average 
car of 2.4 percent, which is itself a telling 
comment on the value of local deal savvy.

Whether the deal is inbound, outbound, or 
local, the russian market rewards well- 
informed investors. Exhaustive due diligence 
is crucial to successful deal-making and risk 
management, of course, but it’s just as impor-
tant to follow up after the deal has closed. a 

strong team with good knowledge of local is-
sues can facilitate post-transaction integra-
tion and cleanup and help management ad-
dress any problems that arise after closing. 

this recommendation applies with particular 
force to companies from developed econo-
mies that are considering acquisitions in rus-
sia to achieve growth in end-customer de-
mand. We believe that transactions targeting 
russia’s consumer markets will continue to 
make up a large share of inbound investment 
from developed economies, as the successful 

although Cyprus was listed as russia’s 
leading inbound investment source in 
2012, the gross numbers do not reflect the 
true situation. Until the European Union’s 
imposition of a 9 percent deposit tax on 
bank deposits in Cyprus—a condition of its 
2012 bailout of the country—the island 
nation was a leading tax haven for russian 
capital. Cyprus attained that status by offer-
ing favorable capital-gains and income-tax 

treatment for foreign investors. thus, 
although $120 billion in russian invest-
ment transactions appeared to originate 
from Cyprus in 2012, most of that money 
was, in fact, russian capital routed through 
Cyprus as a tax minimization strategy. it’s 
likely that Cyprus will slip quickly from the 
ranks of russia’s leading investment 
sources now that the EU has cracked down.
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Exhibit 14 | Capital Markets Reward Russian Inbound M&A, but Outbound Deals 
Are Struggling 
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transactions of unilever, Disney, and tpG 
capital encourage other developed-economy 
companies to jump in. 

Some of those acquirers will likely be health 
care and pharmaceutical companies. the 
russian government has targeted the phar-
maceutical market for expansion in a bid to 
increase russians’ life expectancy. as a result, 
German pharmaceutical makers such as ge-
neric specialist Stada are working to build 
production facilities in russia and forge joint 
development agreements with russian drug 
makers, whose domestic market share the 
government wants to boost to 50 percent by 
2020. Stada’s cEo, hartmut retzlaf, expects 
the company’s sales in russia to exceed sales 
in its home market by 2015.

India aims at targets of 
opportunity
When tata motors bought the storied Jaguar 
and land rover brands from Ford in 2008, 
many industry insiders and Wall Street ob-
servers predicted that the acquisition would 

fail for any number of reasons. history has 
proved those critics wrong. as shiny new Jag-
uar and land rover models roll off the com-
pany’s assembly lines in britain, as the new 
designs win plaudits from car enthusiasts, 
and as the division’s sales and profits climb, 
tata’s purchase is evidence that indian com-
panies are very much a part of the global 
m&a game.

tata’s high-profile move was just one in a 
flurry of bold cross-border acquisitions by in-
dian companies during the first decade of the 
new millennium. nine months into 2006, for 
instance, indian businesses had already 
bought 115 overseas companies in that year 
alone—a sevenfold increase over 2000. much 
of the decade’s deal making was aimed at 
north america and Europe; the largest share 
was in the it sector, where india inc. had 
been making a name for itself.

india’s businesses have hardly eased up on 
deal making since then. india is an active 
player in cross-border M&A, with inbound 
and outbound activity accounting for three-
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Exhibit 15 | Cross-Border Deals Drive Indian M&A Activity 
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quarters of all such indian deal-making. (See 
Exhibit 15.) the favorite targets of india’s 
outbound investment are the u.S., with  
$13 billion in indian capital since 1990, ni-
geria with $11 billion, and the u.k. with  
$6 billion. indian companies have shown an 
eclectic bent in the u.S., acquiring landmark 
properties such as new york’s plaza hotel as 
well as industrial companies such as the 
lighting and interior units of visteon corpo-
ration.

Such acquisitions typify outbound indian 
deal-making, according to dirk Albersmeier, 
the J.p. morgan investment banker. “indian 
outbound m&a activity can be summed up in 
one word: opportunistic,” he said. “cross-
border m&a activities are limited to a small 
group of companies that are typically looking 
for low valuations.” 

those companies have found the low 
valuations they sought, if the capital markets 
are any guide. although indian m&a of all 
sorts generates an average car well below the 
global benchmark, outbound indian m&a 

since 1990 has generated a significantly higher 
car than inbound m&a. (See Exhibit 16.)

the indian acquirers engaged in cross-border 
m&a range widely in their search for targets. 
in nigeria, they focus primarily on the 
energy, telecommunications, and industrial 
sectors. india is nigeria’s second-largest 
customer for oil and its second-largest trading 
partner, in both categories trailing only the 
u.S. among india’s largest recent investments 
in nigeria was bharti airtel’s acquisition of 
local wireless operator zain international 
(since renamed bharti airtel nigeria). bharti 
has continued to add to its holdings of the 
nigerian unit’s shares and now holds close to 
80 percent of the country’s leading wireless 
provider.

inbound m&a activity, meanwhile, dropped 
sharply in 2012 as investment capital flowed 
elsewhere—to nations such as chile, turkey, 
australia, and even the u. S. inbound m&a 
in india rose from $10.8 billion in 2010 to  
$26.7 billion in 2011, before plunging to $5.9 
billion last year. 
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Exhibit 16 | Indian Cross-Border and Local M&A Generates Positive but Below-
Average Returns
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it may take some time for inbound m&a to 
recover. the government launched a series of 
modest economic reforms in September 2012 
to tackle the fiscal deficit and boost foreign 
investment. but protectionism remains part 
of india’s economic legacy and regulatory 
mindset, and the belief that protectionism 
hinders investment is widespread in the busi-
ness community. 

Government policies aren’t the only obstacle 
to deal making. cultural differences also 
affect the m&a climate. many chinese and 
indian dealmakers, for example, prefer not to 
negotiate deal points that are likely to be 
contentious, an approach that can lead to 
unforeseen questions and hard feelings if 
troubles arise after a deal closes. it’s 
therefore critical for both parties to any cross-
border deal to engage experienced local 
advisors who can help bridge the differences 
in negotiating styles, resolve disputes, and 
ensure that deal documentation covers all 
contingencies. 

China hunts for Management 
know-how—and access to the 
Global Business arena 
nearly everyone who visits china returns 
from the trip impressed, if not downright 
overwhelmed, by the pace and scale of 
change there. Especially in the country’s 
western and interior regions, new cities and 
manufacturing centers seem to spring up 
virtually overnight, roads and rail lines are 
connecting once-isolated areas, and every day 
vast numbers of migrant workers are settling 
in cities in search of economic opportunity. 
the upheaval and transformation are 
impressive, but in a way they mask what 
could well be the greatest change of all: 
china’s pivot from a low-cost, high-growth 
manufacturing center to the world’s largest 
consumer economy. 

there is nothing random or unplanned about 
this shift in economic direction. it comes 
straight from the top of the chinese 
government. in his november 2012 report to 
china’s communist party conference, 
outgoing president hu Jintao set out the 
government’s priorities for the next ten years. 
at the top of the list was an unprecedented 

goal: doubling the per capita income of rural 
and urban residents by 2020. never before 
had the government explicitly cited growth in 
per capita income as a goal of its economic-
development program. this goal is in service 
of the party’s overriding aim to double the 
country’s 2010 GDp of $5.9 trillion by 2020. 
it’s an audacious policy and not without 
significant risks. much of china’s economic 
expansion is debt financed, and chinese 
financial regulators have struggled to rein in 
overaggressive lending.

Both Chinese companies  
and would-be acquirers are 
eyeing the vast Chinese  
consumer market.

the path laid out by chinese policymakers—
which makes explicit a shift toward internal 
consumption that has been under way for 
several years—has major implications for 
both inbound and outbound m&a. no longer 
focused primarily on developing the coun-
try’s export sector, both chinese companies 
and would-be acquirers are eyeing the vast 
chinese consumer market.

and no wonder. china, with a population of 
1.3 billion, is projected to become the world’s 
second-largest consumer economy by 2015, 
with the purchasing power to buy 14 percent 
of the world’s products, according to the 
american chamber of commerce in Shang-
hai. and in a world where developed econo-
mies are growing sluggishly at best, china’s 
targeted five-year economic growth rate of  
7 percent is still among the world’s highest. 
in short, sooner or later, businesses seeking 
growth will have to go to china. 

at the same time, chinese businesses are 
scouring the world for acquisition targets, 
and outbound M&A accounted for 28 per-
cent of all chinese deal making from 2010 
through 2012, up from 22 percent in 2005 to 
2009. (See Exhibit 17.) although total 
outbound deal value, at $37.2 billion, fell  
14 percent from 2010, china remains the 
most active outbound dealmaker of all the 
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brics, and this is a distinction that it seems 
eager to maintain. inbound m&a accounted 
for deals valued at $10.3 billion, down  
45 percent from 2011’s total inbound value 
of $19 billion. 

the excess of outbound over inbound deals is 
no accident—and it’s a development that the 
capital markets applaud. the chinese 
government’s latest five-year plan calls for a 
total of $500 billion in outward direct 
investment through 2016, implying an annual 
growth rate of 17 percent. if outbound 
acquirers match the performance of earlier 
chinese dealmakers, they can expect their 
deals to generate relatively high cars. the 
average car for outbound deals from china 
is 2.4 percent, more than double the average 
for inbound acquisitions. transactions 
between local companies outperform both 
categories, posting an average car of  
3.8 percent. (See Exhibit 18.)

china’s outbound investment is motivated 
both by the need to secure the natural re-

sources required for sustained economic de-
velopment and by the desire to acquire tech-
nology and management know-how from 
companies in developed economies. in fact, 
the search for management know-how is 
emerging as a major motivation of outbound 
chinese acquirers, possibly surpassing tech-
nology transfer. “chinese interest has shifted 
massively from technology to best-practice 
transfer,” said J.p. Morgan investment banker 
Dirk albersmeier. 

both motivations—locking in natural resources 
and acquiring technology and advanced man-
agement knowledge—are evident in some of 
china’s most notable recent outbound deals. in 
the fourth quarter of 2011, for example, Sinopec 
paid $2.1 billion to acquire canada’s Daylight 
Energy, in the process gaining access to more 
than 121,000 hectares of hydrocarbon-rich land 
and the equivalent of more than 174,000 barrels 
of proven or probable oil reserves. 

Sinopec didn’t just acquire a significant hold-
ing of canada’s tar sands. the deal also gave 
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it access to the knowledge and technology 
needed to unlock natural-gas deposits 
trapped in shale rock. this is knowledge that 
Sinopec can turn to its advantage in its home 
market, since china’s reserves of technically 
recoverable shale gas are an estimated  
36.1 trillion cubic meters—more than those 
of the u.S. and canada combined, according 
to the u.S. Energy information administra-
tion. So far, china—the world’s largest energy 
consumer—has not exploited those reserves, 
but deals such as the Daylight acquisition, as 
well as linkups with Exxonmobil, royal Dutch 
Shell, and chevron, make clear that it means 
to learn how in a hurry. 

recent inbound deals, meanwhile, have tar-
geted china’s fast-growing consumer mar-
kets—especially those sectors that are poised 
for above-average growth. consider the 2010 
acquisition by cardinal Health—the second-
largest drug wholesaler in the u.S.—of zuel-
lig pharma china for $470 million. the size of 
this transaction was unusually large; most in-
bound deals are closer to $50 million or less, 
reflecting both the scarcity of larger targets 

and the fact that the most attractive potential 
returns are found in companies in the earlier 
development stages. in other ways, though, it 
was typical of many inbound deals because it 
aimed to capitalize on china’s changing de-
mographics. china’s population is aging as it 
grows more affluent, and health care is pro-
jected to grow rapidly as a share of total con-
sumer outlays. by acquiring china’s largest 
drug distributor (which does business in chi-
na as yong yu), cardinal not only gained ac-
cess to china’s drug-distribution market, 
which the company expects will grow 20 per-
cent per year through 2014; it also gained on-
the-ground insight into china’s health-care 
consumers, their buying patterns, and their 
product preferences.

cardinal health’s acquisition of zuellig was 
also atypical in that the u.S. company pur-
chased 100 percent of zuellig’s shares, mak-
ing the company what chinese regulators 
classify as a wholly owned foreign enterprise. 
although these entities account for a growing 
share of inbound m&a, the more typical 
transaction type is the joint venture, which in 
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Exhibit 18 | Returns on Chinese M&A  Are Exceptionally High, Especially for Out-
bound and Local Deals
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many instances represents the most effective 
adaptation to china’s idiosyncratic business 
and regulatory culture. (See the sidebar “Joint 
ventures: a popular Solution to the chinese 
puzzle.”)

Even as china’s outbound merger activity 
continues to outstrip inbound activity by a 
wide margin, opportunities remain for acquir-
ers from developed economies seeking to 
gain a foothold in the high-growth chinese 
market. but deal making in china is not for 
the impatient or the easily discouraged. Deal 
premiums are increasing as targets grow 
scarcer. Experienced dealmakers in the region 
say it is not unusual for acquirers to screen 
100 or more potential candidates before they 
find a single viable target. as targets become 

smaller and competition among acquirers 
grows more intense, due diligence has be-
come even more crucial than before. Due dili-
gence should be conducted with the assis-
tance of local advisors knowledgeable about 
market conditions and key players. 

deal-making executives should always be 
mindful of cultural differences that can influ-
ence the course and content of negotiations. 
Because of their deal-making priorities, chi-
nese acquirers often find themselves across 
the negotiating table from European and u.S. 
executives. unlike the latter, many chinese 
executives are unaccustomed to highly struc-
tured deal-making processes with rigorous 
time constraints. “chinese companies have 
lengthy decision and approval processes,” 

Experienced dealmakers agree that the 
Chinese M&a market is different from all 
others. restrictions on foreign ownership 
of Chinese assets, as well as limits on indi-
vidual foreign investments, constrain 
inbound acquirers. in addition, many of 
the most attractive assets are in the 
hands of owners that are reluctant to 
relinquish control of them, or that insist 
on valuations that acquirers view as 
overstated or unrealistic. and even when 
owners are willing to sell, acquirers may 
lack familiarity with local market condi-
tions and customer requirements and 
preferences. 

in such a situation, joint ventures appear 
to many acquirers to be the best of both 
worlds. Properly structured, they enable 
acquirers to gain valuable local knowledge 
and access to new consumer markets and 
production and distribution systems. at the 
same time, the joint-venture structure 
often enables foreign acquirers to hold 
their investments below the threshold that 
triggers unwanted regulatory attention. the 
2012 investor survey by the american 
Chamber of Commerce in China confirms 
the popularity of these entities. One-quar-
ter of survey respondents reported that 

their parent companies had established 
one or more joint ventures in China. 

Careful deal structure—and careful 
attention to setting goals and expecta-
tions—can mitigate many of the risks 
associated with joint ventures. shanghai 
gM, the joint venture between saiC and 
gM, has proved a long-running success 
because the two parties were careful to 
align their goals and expectations before 
closing the deal. Most important, they 
agreed on the objective of making the joint 
venture China’s leading automotive OEM. 
it’s no accident that their joint venture 
claimed the largest share of the passenger-
car market in 2005 and has retained that 
distinction ever since.

What can companies from developed 
economies learn from the experiences, 
positive and negative, of those that have 
gone before them? in the course of its 
extensive experience with joint ventures, 
BCg has learned that there are three key 
success factors for such deals. it is impor-
tant that all parties to the deal ensure that 
all contribute equally, recognize that 
alliances evolve over time and manage this 
change, and have a clear exit strategy.

JOint VEntUrEs
a Popular solution to the Chinese Puzzle
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said albersmeier, “and as a result they have 
trouble succeeding within the European auc-
tion format. they are simply not able to 
quote in time.” developed-economy compa-
nies dealing with a potential chinese buyer 
should be prepared for protracted transaction 
cycles. they may need to structure negotia-
tions to allow potential chinese acquirers suf-
ficient time to deliberate. 

internal preparation by the target asset is 
equally important. as we have noted, chinese 
acquirers are seeking more than a collection 
of assets; they’re looking for a platform from 
which to launch global expansion. local man-
agement should be aware of this motivation 
and, with appropriate incentives, support the 
aims of the new owner.
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What can be learned from the brics? 
the first lesson is that M&A will go 

where the customers, technologies, or 
resources are. And that means that cross-
border m&a, especially m&a focused on 
emerging markets, will make up an increas-
ing share of deal-making activity. BcG has 
identified seven emerging-market countries—
Egypt, mexico, nigeria, the philippines, South 
korea, turkey, and vietnam—that we believe 
will play a growing role in the m&a market. 
they have recorded consistent growth in deal 
flow in the past several years, and deals 
involving those countries have earned 
attractive returns. along with the brics, 
these “magnificent seven” countries have the 
potential to join the ranks of the world’s 
largest economies. 

their investment potential is as impressive as 
their economic growth rates. our analysis 
revealed that the cumulative deal volumes of 
the magnificent seven from 2009 through 
2012 were significant—ranging from  
$6.7 billion in vietnam to $168.7 billion in 
the philippines. What’s more, those volumes 
have been growing at high-double-digit rates, 
led by nigeria, where m&a volume has 
increased at a 96 percent compound annual 
rate—in other words, virtually doubling each 
year. (See Exhibit 19.)

it’s not just the growth in deal flow that 
should catch the attention of dealmakers. 

m&a deals involving the magnificent seven 
have consistently delivered above-average re-
turns and are currently outperforming the de-
veloped-market benchmark by 0.6 percent. 
(See Exhibit 20.) there is plenty of room for 
those returns to increase as these countries 
become a familiar presence in the global 
m&a market and both inbound and out-
bound dealmakers gain experience from mul-
tiple transactions. 

the three largest economies among the mag-
nificent seven—mexico, South korea, and 
turkey—are also the countries that, along-
side the Brics, are driving emerging-market 
m&a, and their presence in the m&a market 
will only increase. in the past four years 
alone, mexico, South korea, and turkey have 
recorded a cumulative transaction volume of 
$300 billion, and those volumes are poised 
for continued explosive growth. the numbers 
alone make these evolving challengers worth 
watching. keep them in mind when thinking 
globally.

For the time being, it’s likely that the brics 
will remain a hotbed of m&a activity for 
some time to come. Within the bric coun-
tries, markets are growing, consumers are 
gaining purchasing power, and formerly pro-
tectionist economies are inviting foreign in-
vestment. at the same time, newly confident 
and ambitious Bric-based companies are 
racing to acquire assets in developed econo-

eMeRGInG theMes anD 
ReCoMMenDatIons
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2009–2012 deal value1 2009–2012 deal value CAGR

9%

$88,421 million

Egypt, Mexico, Nigeria, the Philippines, South Korea, Turkey, and Vietnam
are recording consistent growth in deal value

$13,495 million

96%

4%

$15,258 million

$40,238 million
36%

77%

$6,701 million

$168,723 million
19%

$26,902 million

5%2

Sources: Thomson One Banker; BCG analysis.
1sum of deal values, including all transactions (inbound, outbound, and local) in which the respective countries were involved.
2CAGr, 2010–2012; 2009 was an outlier.

Exhibit 19 | Seven Countries Could Be the Next Drivers of Emerging-Market M&A
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Exhibit 20 | Deals Involving the “Magnificent Seven” Are Producing Attractive Returns
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mies to achieve growth and advance their 
global aspirations. these circumstances have 
combined to create a lively environment for 
cross-border M&A activity. to create value 
from such transactions, however, today’s cor-
porate leaders must keep in mind the follow-
ing basic precepts: 

Be prepared. •  begin due diligence early 
because limited transparency and often 
complex bureaucracies will make the 
process more time consuming than in 
developed economies. approach the 
foreign management as early as possible 
so that buyer and seller develop a shared 
understanding of one another’s business. 
make an early start on planning for the 
postmerger integration.

Be local…  • the right advisors can make all 
the difference in emerging-market transac-
tions. consider venturing outside your 
usual circle of deal advisors and engaging 
a local team. local insights, market 
knowledge, and takeover know-how are 
key success factors in emerging-market 
m&a. 

…but think globally. •  a company that 
combines an international footprint with 
deep local expertise can help dealmakers 
overcome language barriers, understand 
local industries, navigate bureaucratic and 
regulatory mazes, and develop important 
relationships with local business owners 
and decisionmakers. 

Cultivate key relationships early in the deal  •
process. the success of an emerging-mar-
ket acquisition often depends on relation-
ships with a handful of key executives at 
the target company. it’s crucial to win 
their support and offer them compelling 
incentives to ensure their retention after 
the transaction’s close. 

Establish internal change-management  •
teams. Most emerging-market buyers are 
eager to acquire advanced management 
skills. local management of the target 
should support the new owner in this 
quest. Doing so will win the new owner’s 
cooperation and facilitate the efficient 
transfer of knowledge and best practices.

Approach potential emerging-market buyers  •
early on. if the ideal buyer of an asset is 
based in an emerging country, consider 
engaging the potential buyer early in the 
sales process—possibly even before the 
auction process gets under way. be aware 
that emerging-market dealmakers may 
not be familiar with european- and 
U.S.-style auctions and may struggle to 
adhere to tight timelines. 

Weigh different entry options. •  consider joint 
ventures and alliances as alternative deal 
structures. they give acquirers a chance to 
test the waters and gain a deeper under-
standing of the market. as their local 
expertise grows, acquirers can use these 
other deal structures as the launching pad 
for follow-up acquisitions. 

Manage cultural differences proactively. •  in 
some emerging markets, dealmakers tend 
to avoid negotiating deal terms, preferring 
to facilitate transactions through trust and 
personal relationships rather than com-
plex legal documentation. local advisors 
familiar with the business culture and 
management style of both parties can 
foster understanding between the two 
sides and facilitate the production of 
documentation.

Keep it simple. •  Go for public companies 
rather than mom-and-pop shops. try to 
avoid adding complexity to an already 
complicated situation. Financial markets 
reward acquirers in emerging markets 
that remember to keep things simple.
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FoR FuRtheR ReaDInG

The boston consulting group 
publishes many reports and articles 
on corporate development, private 
equity, and m&A that may be of 
interest to senior executives. recent 
examples include:

Designing the Corporate Center: 
How to Turn Strategy into 
Structure
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group, may 2013

Investors Look to the Long Term
An article by The Boston Consulting 
Group, may 2013

The Art of Risk Management
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group,  April 2013

Divide and Conquer: How 
Successful M&A Deals Split the 
Synergies
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group and Technische Universität 
münchen, march 2013

Take a Second Look at 
Secondaries: Owners That Raise 
Their Value-Creation Game Can 
Excel
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group and HHl leipzig Graduate 
school of management, February 2013

Allies and Adversaries: 2013 BCG 
Global Challengers
A report by The Boston Consulting 
Group, January 2013

Ending the Era of Ponzi Finance: 
Ten Steps Developed Economies 
Must Take
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group, December 2012

Corporate Venture Capital: Avoid 
the Risk, Miss the Rewards
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group, October 2012

Reasons to Be Cheerful: How 
Companies Can Rise Above 
Faustian Economics
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group, October 2012

M&A in Medtech: Restarting the 
Engine
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group, september 2012
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